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Composition of dental amalgam

Powder: the alloy powder composed of :

1- sliver : 40-70% 

Gives strength 

High expansion of the restoration

2- Tin 20-30%

Increase affinity for mercury

speed of amalgamation

Increase the flow of the amalgam 



3- COPPER : 15-30% high copper

5% or less low copper alloys……lead to

Reduce corrosion of the restoration

Minimize the flow 

Increase setting expansion

4- Zinc : 1-2% 

Acts as a scavenger for oxides formed during manufacturing 

Help the process of amalgamation 



Alloy particles

Irregular shape of particles called lath-cut 

alloy

Spherical shape called spherical alloy 

Latch cut and spherical called Admixed



amalgamation

It is the process of reaction between the mercury and 

amalgam alloy 

The amalgamation reaction consists of two phenomena 

which include solution and crystallization 

The amalgam alloy is intimately mixed with liquid Hg to 

wet the surface of the particles and this crystallization 

growth leading to hard amalgam .



Properties of dental amalgam

1- compressive strength

Highly compressive strength for high copper alloy and low for low copper 

alloys…because  amalgam is brittle material therefore sudden application or 

excessive force tend to fracture .

2- tensile strength : strong in compressive but weaker in tensile and shear 

strength

3- Creep : is permanent deformation under static loads…

Highly copper alloys have low creep       





4- Dimensional changes : the amalgam undergo shrinkage at the first 

time after setting (first 20 mins) and after this period the expansion 

occur and the dimension become constant with in 24 hours

5- corrosion : it is progressive destruction of the metal by chemical or 

electrochemical reaction with its environments,

Excessive corrosion can lead to increase porosity and reduce the 

marginal integrity.



Amalgam capsules 



Amalgam mixing or triturating

Old design
New design



1- under-mixed : appear dull and crumbly which are lower 

strength and poorer corrosion

2- normal mixing: appear shiny and separated in one mass 

from the capsule

3- overmixed : appear soupy and tend to stick to inside 

the capsule which result low compressive strength and 

high creep.

























MATRIX RETAINER 
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